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New Members 
We would like to extend a warm welcome to our newest NEWH-OC Region Members! 

 
Deepa S. Pillutla  Farida Gabdrakhmanova  Matthew Gouch 
Durkan Hospitality        Saddleback College             TileBar 
  

Student Members 
Naomi Nicole James   Akiko Mizusawa 

Carol Ana Villar de Jimenez 
    
 

 



Meet our 2020 Scholarship Winner ~ Lexi Effron 

 

 

Do you know of a student in Orange County or San Diego, that would  
love to win the NEWH-OC scholarship?  
Reach out to our scholarship director Zachery Mundt for more information. 

zachery@everbridgeagency.com 

 

mailto:zachery@everbridgeagency.com


 

After the unrest of the past year, NEWH, Inc. quickly jumped on the opportunity to 

create a much-needed initiative within each chapter.  

The Equity, Inclusion & Diversity Program has had remarkable success.   

NEWH-OC is proud to be actively involved in an initiative which promotes greater Equity, Inclusion 
and Diversity within the hospitality industry.  
 
Our board members, Linda Hinojosa and Sonya Miles have been spearheading our local program  
by creating models for outreach and communication with students, beginning at the high school 
level in underserved communities.  
 
The intent is to foster diverse representation and expose students to an industry that they may not 
have thought of as a career path.  
 
For more information, contact our EID Director Linda Hinojosa. Linda.Hinojosa@Formica.com 

 



 

We’ve Added New Members to Our Board!! 

We would like to take this opportunity to thank Jessica Wasmer Northover     
for her dedication to NEWH-OC for the last several years.  
 
Jessica had the responsibility of being our Steering Chair and handled it all  
effortlessly. At least she made it look that way.  
 
She has passed the torch onto Jennifer Dorr and thankfully has stayed  

on as Executive Advisor. Thank you, Jessica.              



 

 

~Take 2~  

In these uncertain times, it’s important to take time for self-care.  

We understand that sometimes even a minute to ourselves seems out of the question. Family, kids, jobs; 

it can be overwhelming. When you can, find a quiet place & take 2 minutes for yourself.  

Close your eyes, breath in through your nose, as deep as you can. then let it out through your mouth 

until there’s nothing left. Try to keep your mind clear. Do this 10 times to feel refreshed. If you are able 

to go longer, great! Namaste… 

 

 



 

OUR SPONSORS 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

For 30 years, Stone Source has offered a 

carefully curated selection of high-quality 

surfaces.  

Stone Source is a design driven company that 

provides natural stone, porcelain tile & slabs, 

and other materials to architects, designers, 

contractors, developers and end users.  

Amtrend offers luxury case goods, upholstery 

and furniture.  

Refined yet approachable, sophisticated yet 

practical, Amtrend creates products that mee 

the rigorous aesthetics and physical demands 

of the hospitality industry – All fully crafted in 

America. 
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The architectural essence of Shademaker USA 

umbrellas begin with a unified design, form 

and structure.  

From this foundation, the contemporary 

styling incorporating clean anodized frames 

and designer performance fabrics, defines a 

signature look found within each umbrella in 

the Shademaker collection.  

Made for generations. 

Handcrafted patio furniture backed by an 

incredible warranty. OW Lee’s furniture is 

designed and built to last for generations. 

All the products and styles you’ll need for your 

next project.  

“Our passion your pleasure.” 



 

OUR SPONSORS   Sponsorship Opportunities 

          

    

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MDC is your single source, total solution 

source for interior finishes. Defined by a 

trusted team of experts, high-style design and 

a vast portfolio blending form and function.  

MDC enriches spaces with decorative 

wallcoverings, digital imaging, acoustic 

solutions, specialty effects and more.  

Thank you for your interest in NEWH – the premier 

networking resource in the hospitality industry.  

If you are interested in the many sponsorship 

opportunities and all they have to offer, please 

contact NEWC-OC for more information. Jane Jones 

JJones@silverstatetextiles.com or Jennifer Dorr 

Jendorr8@gmail.com  

mailto:JJones@silverstatetextiles.com
mailto:Jendorr8@gmail.com


THANK YOU 
 

            

 

       

 

         

We would like to send a huge thank you to our sponsors for their support. 
Your involvement makes it possible for our region to thrive.  

BENEFACTOR: DURKAN | FABRICUT CONTRACT | RH CONTRACT | SIGNATURE | ULSTER PATRON: BERNHARDT HOSPITALITY 

| BOUTIQUE DESIGN | BRINTONS | DELTA | HOSPITALITY DESIGN | ISG | MILLIKEN | MOEN | P/KAUFMAN | VALLEY FORGE | 

SUPPORTING: AMERICAN ARTELIER | ARTERIORS CONTRACT |ARTLINE GROUP | ASHLEY LIGHTING | ATLAS MASLAND | 

CHAPMAN HOSPITALITY LIGHTING | CRYPTON | DOWN ETC. | ENCORE HOSPITALITY CARPET | FABRIC INNOVATIONS |       

FIL DOUX | KIMBALL HOSPITALITY | LILY JACK | MANDY LI COLLECTION | PORCELANOSA | RICHLOOM | SERTA BEAUTYREST | 

SEURA | SHAW CONTRACT HOSPITALITY | SHELBY WILLIAMS | SUMMER CLASSICS CONTRACT | TARKETT HOSPITALITY | 

TROPITONE | WALTERS | 


